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I. NAWC History & Background 

• Founded in 1895 in Pennsylvania  

• Only investor-owned utilities until 2009 

• Integrated PPP-company Water Partnership Council on  

June 1, 2009 

• Members in every region of U.S. including large companies 

owning or operating in hundreds of communities to small 

utilities with a few hundred customers 
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I. NAWC Today 

Mission:  

Promote the value of the private sector as the provider of quality, 

sustainable water services and innovative solutions 

 

• Represent all aspects of the private water service industry 

• Offer regulatory, governmental and water service solutions 

• Private water companies own 16% of the nation’s community  

water systems 

• Nearly 73 million Americans receive water service from a privately 

owned water utility or a municipal utility operating under a public-

private partnership 
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II. Challenges Facing the Water Industry 

1. Increasing capital requirements 

2. Declining consumption 

3. Small systems and the need for consolidation 
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Challenge #1: Significant Capital Requirements  

• Under-earning impacts ability to attract capital, make  

critical investments 
– EPA: $355 Billion needed over next 20 years for infrastructure related expenses 

• 60% for pipes – Transmission  

and distribution; 22% for treatment  

plants; remaining balance for  

source, storage, etc. 

• Water is the most capital  

intensive industry 
– EPA Rules require large investment  

in filtration plants 

– Immense investment needed for  

distribution system and road repair 

– More capital per revenue than all other utilities 

 

Source: 2009 AUS Utility Reports 

Capital Invested per $1 of Revenue 
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Challenge #1: Significant Capital Requirements  

• Discrepancy between authorized vs. actual ROE is significant for 

water utilities, not seen across electric and natural gas utilities 
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Capital Markets Recognize the Importance of Regulation 

• Lenders and market analysts monitor and understand  

the impact of regulation 

• Industry analysts (Janney, Baird) rank states based on 

regulatory environment, impacting willingness for lenders  

to enter market 

• Common indicators of regulatory environment: 
– Authorized ROE 

– Infrastructure surcharge 

– Historical vs. future test year 

– Rate case duration 

– Single-tariff pricing 

Challenge #1: Significant Capital Requirements 



Regulatory Lag Impact 

• Regulatory lag is severe 
– Declining sales 

– Rising operating expenses 

– Extensive capital expenditures – Significantly higher than depreciation levels 

 

Challenge #1: Significant Capital Requirements 
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Cost Trackers and Multi-Year Rate Plans – Effective Solutions  

• Multi-year Rate Plans – Allow for prescribed rate relief between  

rate cases 

– Terms typically 3 to 5 years 

– Can reduce the frequency of rate case filings 

– Particularly effective when declining consumption present 

– Addresses customer rate shock issues 

– CT precedents – CL&P (#09-12-15) UI (#08-07-04 / #05-06-04) 

 

 

Challenge #1: Significant Capital Requirements 
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Cost Trackers and Multi-Year Rate Plans – Effective Solutions 

• Cost Tracker – Mechanism for expedited recovery of specific 

utility costs outside of general rate cases 

– Effective where costs are volatile and substantial 

– Balancing accounts can be used to track unrecovered costs 

– Examples: energy, purchased water, pension costs 

 

 

Challenge #1: Significant Capital Requirements 
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Consumption Experience – Base Load declines, while  

Weather Load remains volatile 
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Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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Consumption Trend – Base Load declines, while  

Weather Load remains volatile 

1. Base Load consumption is declining sharply.  

This data is real and the trend unmistakable. 

  

2. Weather Load consumption,  

varies significantly from year  

to year. This consumption is  

unpredictable and volatile. 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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Factors Impacting Consumption  

1. Conservation – May take several forms: 

– Unconscious conservation – Energy efficiency initiatives, building code 

changes, technological innovation, etc. 

– Conservation ethic – Deliberate; change in attitudes about usage; attune 

with environmental impacts 

– Rebate Programs – Availability of financial incentives to consumers to 

replace old appliances with new efficient models 

2. Economic factors – Impacting business and manufacturing 

employee and production levels; customers less prone to waste 

in time of financial distress 

3. Population and demographic trends 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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Factors Impacting Consumption – "Unconscious Conservation" 

 

• Appliances and fixtures are more efficient 

– Shower heads – reduce water usage by 28%1 

– Faucets – reduce water usage by 34%1 

– Toilets – reduce water usage by 68%1 

– Washer machines – reduce water usage by  

47%1 from older models 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 

1 City of Tampa Water Department residential water conservation study 
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Factors Impacting Consumption – "Unconscious Conservation"  

 

• Product Innovation  

– Water Smart Turf Builder fertilizers –  

require less watering 

 

– Sprinkler systems with timers and  

sensor technology 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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Conservation Ethic – Conscious, Deliberate Consumption Behaviors  

• Different Attitude about consumption and conservation 

– Changed behaviors 

– Rain Barrels 

• Rebate Programs 

– Availability of financial incentives to consumers to replace old appliances 

with new efficient models 

• Economic squeeze 

– Less prone to waste in time of financial distress 

 

In Aquarion’s Customer Satisfaction Survey, more than three-quarters of 

respondents (78.8%) reported they have taken steps to reduce water usage. 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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What this Means for Water Companies  

Cost structure is fixed, but revenues are predominantly variable 

• Water companies = fixed cost businesses relying on  

variable revenues  

– 90% of total costs are fixed 

– When usage declines - minimal reduction in expenses 

• The revenue stream,  

however, is mainly  

driven by commodity  

charge   

 

 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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What this Means for Water Companies  

 

Authorized Revenues vs. Realizable Revenues – A Real-Life 

Example...  

• Rates are established based on authorized revenues and 

estimated volumes 

• Traditional approaches using 

full year consumption averages 

are outdated as they fail to  

recognize declines in  

consumption which result in  

lower than authorized revenues 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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What this Means for Water Companies  

 

Authorized Revenues vs. Realizable Revenues – A Real-Life 

Example... 

• Getting the projected volumes right is as important as ensuring 

the revenue requirement determination is right 

– If the volumes are estimated too high, the authorized revenues 

will never be achieved 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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What is the Solution – Two Fundamental Questions  

 

1. How do utilities sustain their operations and meet their long 

term needs with declining consumption? 

 

 

 

 

2. How will decision makers and customers respond to new rate 

designs that may appear to "charge more for less" so utilities 

can recover necessary revenues? 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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Possible Solutions – Proposed Revenue Approach using a  

Base Load Approach  

 

Limited Revenue Adjustment Mechanisms 

• Innovative approaches to allow companies to promote 

conservation 

• Not the same as traditional decoupling 

• Compare actual base rate consumption vs. amount approved  

in rates 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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Take-Aways  

1. Conservation is here to stay 
– It’s consistent with state policy  

– It’s good for the water industry and the environment 

2. Communication is essential  
– Consumers will be “paying more for less product”  

– We are providing a service, not a product 

– Our value is reliability of service and customer service 

3. Need methods to establish revenues that promote conservation 

and are realizable for water utilities   
– Requires alignment of Regulators and Industry  

– Position utilities to promote and achieve conservation instead of being penalized 

 

 

 

Challenge #2: Declining Consumption 
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Overview of Water Industry  

• Too many 

– Approximately 52,000 community water systems 

– Compared to approximately 3,700 electric service providers and 2,700 

natural gas systems; and where the ratio of public to private ownership 

is just about reversed 

• Too small 

– Over 90% of the water systems serve less than 10,000 people 

• Too inefficient 

– Less than 1% of the water systems serve more than 100,000 people 

– 85% market share controlled by the government 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #3: Small Systems and Consolidation 
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DPH reports 555 public water systems in Connecticut  
 

 

 

Challenge #3: Small Systems and Consolidation 
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DPH reports 555 public water systems in Connecticut 

1. Regulated IOU's (investor-owned utilities) provide water service to 

25% of Connecticut, compared to approximately 15% nationally 

  

2. The number of water utilities regulated by PURA will be reduced from 

19 in 2010 to 10 by December 2012 

 

3. Approximately 45% of CT's population of 3.6 million are served by 

one of the four largest water utilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #3: Small Systems and Consolidation 

AWC-CT CTWS RWA MDC Total State of CT %

Population Served 590,411      193,552 418,900 388,700 1,591,563  3,574,097 44.5%
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DPH reports 555 public water systems in Connecticut 

4. Six investor-owned utilities collectively provide water to an additional 

33,000 customers, or a population of 100,000 

– Torrington, Hazardville, Valley, Avon, Heritage Village, Jewett City 

 

5. There are 324 "Tier-5" Muni/Private Systems that operate water 

systems serving less than 100 customers 

– In aggregate they serve approximately 9,400 customers, or an 

estimated population of approximately 46,000 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #3: Small Systems and Consolidation 
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Acquisition Incentives – Pennsylvania Case Study... 

• The PA PUC continues to implement a longstanding policy on 

acquisition incentives to promote water system viability and 

regionalization 

 

• The PA Commission has a policy of encouraging well-operated 

water and wastewater utilities to regionalize or consolidate with 

smaller systems 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #3: Small Systems and Consolidation 
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Acquisition Incentives – Pennsylvania Case Study... 

• The policy statement supports the Commission’s regionalization 

efforts, which in recent years have allowed ratepayers of the 

smaller, troubled systems to experience improved service after 

being acquired by a larger, more viable water or wastewater 

system 

 
Results (no. of systems)  Water  Waste Water  

1985         430         71 

2010        111         59 

 

• Represents a 74% and 17% decline in Water and WW Systems! 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #3: Small Systems and Consolidation 
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Acquisition Incentives – Pennsylvania Case Study...How They Did It 

• Acquisition adjustment when acquisition costs are more than 

depreciated Original Cost (excess added to RB of acquiring utility) 

• Deferral of acquisition improvement costs to Rate Case 

• Rate of return premium 

• Plant improvement surcharge  

• Encourages acquisitions not only of chronically non-compliant 

water systems, but also of proactive acquisitions of smaller 

systems where the acquisition is clearly serving the public interest, 

such as prevention of future noncompliance 

 

Challenge #3: Small Systems and Consolidation 
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A Proposed Vision for Connecticut: 

Reduce the number of independently-operated water systems 

by one-half (50%) within 10 years 

 

• 555 public water systems are too many!  Estimate that 

approximately 400 of these systems are independent   

(For example, Aquarion operates 77 water systems)  

• ALIGNMENT is necessary (Utilities + PURA + DPH + DEP) 

– We are all in this together 

 

Challenge #3: Small Systems and Consolidation 
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III. NAWC role in Addressing Challenges 

• Continued Engagement with NARUC  

– NARUC Utility Rate School, annual Water Summit, Staff Water Policy 

Forum,  Commissioners’ Water Policy Forum 

• Outreach on Best Practices 

– Coordinated effort with the National Regulatory Research Institute 

(NRRI), NARUC Staff Subcommittee on Water 

– Research paper on key categories presented in the best practices 

resolution 

– Comparative study on surcharge and tracker mechanisms across 

electric, natural gas & water 

– Comprehensive study on discrepancy of authorized vs. actual ROE 
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In Conclusion 

• The water industry continues to face significant challenges: 

– Capital investment 

– Declining consumption 

– Small systems 

 

• The NAWC plays a role with water utilities to seek solutions to 

these challenges to ensure viable water utilities 
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Now, Just Relax! 


